Since 1963, National RV has earned a reputation for quality, innovation, and value. One of the main reasons is Sea Breeze. Designed for care-free touring, our unique semi-basement design combines plenty of living and storage space with exceptional maneuverability.

Even a casual glance underscores the distinctiveness of this fine coach. Stylish exteriors feature clean, refreshing lines from front to back. You'll quickly notice that Sea Breeze boasts a distinctly lower and narrower profile than most motorhomes.

Just 96" wide, Sea Breeze demonstrates a decided edge in handling. You'll appreciate its agility while confidently navigating narrow roads and negotiating tight camping spots. Under 11' in height, Sea Breeze easily slips beneath tree branches that would exclude other motorhomes from back-road explorations. A further advantage is Sea Breeze's excellent power-to-weight ratio which proves so essential for towing.

Inside and out, you'll be surprised to find that nearly all the amenities you desire are standard. Features such as Corian counters in models 1310 and 1330, 5.5KW generator, ducted roof air conditioning, TV, microwave and coffee maker to name a few.

As satisfied owners quickly confirm, this value-packed motorhome is the finest in its class. Sea Breeze leads on standard equipment, spaciousness, storage, liquid capacities, and more. And a particularly pleasant surprise is how the richly appointed Sea Breeze beats its competition on price!
National RV has a long-standing tradition of superior products, insisting on the most thorough engineering, the best materials, and the finest craftsmanship. Such uncompromising dedication to quality is a key characteristic of Sea Breeze.

Building upon a solid Ford or Chevrolet chassis, National RV engineers utilize an all-steel frame and truss system to construct an enduring foundation. Incorporating a laminated steel framed floor, exterior walls and roof; each Sea Breeze is literally surrounded in steel. A feature found on only the finest motorhomes, high gloss gel coat is used on the molded front and rear fiberglass caps and exterior walls. The floor is insulated and undercoated for exceptional weather protection. A steel framed rubber crowned roof protects from above, and each Sea Breeze is thoroughly insulated - even the lower compartment doors.

Leaving nothing to chance, National RV quality control experts thoroughly inspect and test every coach numerous times before it leaves the factory. This rigorous formal program encompasses water testing, front end alignment, wheel balancing, undercoating and quality control checks, concluding with a thorough test drive.

Massive storage compartments provide a safe, secure place to stow all manner of items, large and small. A 24 Gallon LPG Tank is conveniently located for easy filling.

Besides storage areas, there is a dump/fill station area that’s easy to access and use. It includes a city water hookup, waste hose storage area and an outside shower for easy cleanup.

Whenever You’re On The Road, National RV Is On Call...

24-Hour Toll-Free Help Line

Corian

(219) 483-0100

Coach Net

www.coachnet.com
Let Us Contribute To Your Traveling Pleasure

Wherever your travels take you, you'll always feel completely at home in your Sea Breeze motorhome. Stretch out in your spacious master suite, replete with an island queen bed, and an abundance of storage space that includes wardrobes in the dressing areas. Each Sea Breeze bedroom is tastefully decorated with color-coordinated valances, headboard, deluxe bedspread, pillows and shams.

The more you travel, the more you'll appreciate the unsurpassed quality and extensive array of standard features in our color-coordinated decorator interiors. Among these are the convenience of mini-blinds on every window and the advantages of sound-deadening fabric ceiling.

Attractive Galley

Complete food preparation facilities, expansive storage, and easy care have long been Sea Breeze hallmarks. So is innovation. For example, our microwave and Corian counter tops in Models 1310 and 1330 - feature a folding Corian cover that's flush to the counter and conceals the range when not in use. Handsome oak trim is utilized throughout the entire Sea Breeze line.

Garden Bath

You're sure to enjoy Sea Breeze's elegant garden bath, an exclusive highlight of Model 1330. The domed skylight really opens up the room, contributing to the overall lighting and that feeling of spaciousness. There's a beautiful glass enclosed garden shower and lavatory along one side of the hall and a separate toilet room on the other. Goldtone fixtures and trim provide elegant accents at every turn.
Decor Choices

Expect Special Treatment From National RV

Since 1963, National RV has earned a reputation for quality, innovation, and outstanding value. We're also known for going the extra distance to keep our motorhome owners happy, teaming with a nationwide network of carefully selected quality dealers who share our dedication. As proof of our commitment to your complete satisfaction, National RV provides Sea Breeze owners with a 24-hour toll-free help line to answer any questions you might have.

In addition, National RV is one of the few manufacturers with complete customer service facilities. Responsive professionals at our Perris headquarters will service your motorhome with an expert’s touch, and we have an RV supply store here as well. National RV is justifiably proud of our state-of-the-art facilities, and we’d like to host you on a plant tour. Please call for arrangements.

Authorized Dealer

Sea Breeze
Motorhomes
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